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RMI Mission
We are helping companies via better resource
management to achieve improvements in:

The RMI is dedicated to the advancement of
resource and workforce management thought
leadership, best practices and standards, globally
recognized credentials that certify resource and
workforce management expertise, and tools and
resources necessary for effective and efficient
management of human capital intensive
businesses.

www.resourcemanagementinstitute.com
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•

Project performance

•

Resource utilization

•

Customer satisfaction

•

Employee engagement/retention

We do this by providing:
•

Best practice definition and development

•

Market research and white papers

•

Training and education

•

Industry collaboration/events
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www.resourcemanagementinstitute.com

Innovate

Collaborate

Educate
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Mastering the Annual Budget Process
for Resource Planning
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Annual Budget Challenges and Tips
➢ Process discipline
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Is there an agreed process with agreed working assumptions?
Have all the inputs/outputs been defined?
Are the right people involved including the RMO (not just finance and business units)?
Does the process address how unplanned work will be handled?
Are all the time buckets which consume ‘time’ incorporated into your analysis e.g. PTO, sick time assumptions, professional
development, etc.
How granular are skills needs being defined?
How will you incorporate forecasts for third party resources?
Is your annual budget static or fluid? (what happens when your planning assumptions change)

➢ Data/data integration
•

•
•

Where is your data stored and how will data be integrated? PSA/PPM/RPM, HCM, forecasting tools e.g. CRM or E/IT project
portfolio planning tools and spreadsheets!
Do we have the right data?
How are discrepancies resolved when data sources are in conflict?
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Annual Budget Planning (excerpt from RMCP® Program)
Leading delivery organizations have a three part approach to capacity planning to
meet the dynamic needs of the business.

The annual
budget
planning
process starts
here as part of
the ongoing
forecast
process

Business Planning

Forecasting

Staffing

Establishes the
parameters & initial
baseline of planning

The living plan. Basis for
decisions for plan changes

Carries out the decisions
in a proactive vs. reactive
way

• Annual, long range planning
based on projected
business growth
• Alignment with key product
or service development or
offers being promoted
• Capacity needs planning at
the broadest level (by role,
by geo, by skillset)

• Proactive, forward planning
of actual demand
opportunities and delivery
backlog
• All project opportunities of a
certain % probability get
tracked for resource
planning
• 1-6 month resource forecast
created
• Capacity needs revisited

• Tactical, day to day
assignment of resources to
open needs and positions
• Actual needs are acted
upon based on demand
interlock planning
• Detailed understanding of
capacity (by business unit,
role, skillset)
• Packaged services or
project templates can
expedite the resource
assignment process

Historical
reference to plan

6-18 mos.

Unpublished Certification Course materials © 2019 RTM Consulting, Inc.

Continual updates
to forecast

1-6 mos.

0-30 days
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Annual Budget Planning (excerpt from RMCP® Program)
Leading delivery organizations have a three part approach to capacity planning to
meet the dynamic needs of the business.

Business Planning

Forecasting

Staffing

Establishes the
The living plan. Basis for
Carries
out the decisions
What this means to PSOs:
What this means
to Enterprise
IT / Product Development:
parameters & initial
decisions for plan changes
in a proactive vs. reactive
• In E/IT, business plannersway
identify planned projects for a period
baseline of planning
(12-18 month period)
• Sales projects how many of each product/service they’re going to
• Annual,
long range planning
• Proactive, forward planning
• Tactical, day
to day Management defines a
sell with some sense of pace
(by quarter/by
month)
• In Product Development,
Product
based on projected
of actual demand
assignment of resources to
roadmap for future products (enhancements or new)
growth
• Delivery translates projectedbusiness
sales into
resource needs (by role,opportunities
by
and delivery
open needs and positions
•
Alignment
with
key
product
backlog
• Actual
needs
areinto
acted
geo, by practice, etc.) for new sales
• Delivery translates
project
list
anticipated high level
or service offers being
• All project opportunities of a
upon based on demand
resource needs using historical staffing/sizing data (T-shirt
• Resource needs associated promoted
with delivery backlog (in-flight projects)
certain % probability get
interlock planning
sizing)
to
determine
capacity
needs for
•
Capacity
needs
planning
at
tracked
for
resource
•
Detailed
understanding
of the period (for new
are added to create a high level view of projected capacity needs
the broadest level (by role,
planning
capacity (by business unit,
projects)
geo, by skillset)
• Projected capacity needs arebycompared
to current capacity to • 1-6 month resource forecast
role, skillset)
•
Resource
needs
associated
with or
delivery backlog (in-flight
created
•
Packaged services
establish baseline capacity plan for the year/period
• Capacity needs revisited
project
templates
projects) are added
to create
a can
high-level view of projected
expedite
the
resource
capacity needs
Historical
reference to plan

6-18 mos.

Unpublished Certification Course materials © 2019 RTM
Consulting, Inc.

Continual updates
to forecast• Projected

assignment process

capacity needs are compared to current capacity to
establish baseline capacity plan for the year/period

1-6 mos.

0-30 days
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Tips From the Trenches
✓ Help those involved in the budget process understand the benefits of more
thoughtful data-based budget planning for human capital
✓ Make sure the group is aligned on working assumptions

✓ Leading organizations are moving to a more fluid budget process for projectbased service teams
✓ Data integrity and integration needs to be established early in the process

✓ Continuous improvement processes work great for the annual budget process –
track progress vs. plan carefully and amend your processes accordingly

© 2007- 2019 RTM Consulting, Inc. / RMI. All Rights Reserved.
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Introducing Our Guest Speaker

Molly Wilde
Upsher-Smith
Laboratories

Molly Wilde is a resource capacity management professional
currently consulting at Upsher-Smith Laboratories, LLC, where
she supports the product development and operations
organizations. Molly specializes in the theory and application of
topics such as skills inventory, demand forecasting, capacity
planning, and process governance in complex project
environments. She received her resource management
certification (RMCP®) from the Resource Management Institute
in 2015. Prior to Upsher-Smith, Molly was part of the Portfolio
Management Office for the Medtronic Restorative Therapies
Group.
Molly also serves on the RMI Advisory Board.
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RMO Value in Budget Planning
•

Successful execution requires both $ capital and labor

•

Finance functions have an excellent handle on the $s

•

Finance functions do not have good sightline to labor

•

Labor insight from the RMO paints an integrated picture

© 2007- 2019 RTM Consulting, Inc. / RMI. All Rights Reserved.
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How Does the RMO Position Itself to Add Value?
•

Engage in continual, iterative forecasting (not driven by the AOP*)
• Know the FTE committed to in flight work at all times
• Know the FTE available for new work at all times
• Maintain data at a person, role, functional level (data rolls up and down)
• Always understand your most constrained roles or functions

*AOP = Annual Operating Plan

© 2007- 2019 RTM Consulting, Inc. / RMI. All Rights Reserved.
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How Does the RMO Position Itself to Add Value?
•

Engage in continual, iterative forecasting (not driven by the AOP)

•

Use actuals validated resource templates to scenario plan
•

Good templates are maintained at a role and functional level

•

Provide the impact of new work on resources to the business

•

Effective systems do this easily

© 2007- 2019 RTM Consulting, Inc. / RMI. All Rights Reserved.
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How Does the RMO Position Itself to Add Value?
•

Engage in continual, iterative forecasting (not driven by the AOP)

•

Use actuals validated resource templates to scenario plan

•

Build proactive partnerships with the business and finance
•

It takes time to build credibility in the forecasting process

•

Waiting for the AOP* to engage is too late

*AOP = Annual Operating Plan
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Resource Management Certified Professional (RMCP)®
First-of-its-kind certified
professional skills
development program for:
Resource Managers

Learn Best
Practices

Gain
Access to
RMCP®
Resource
Center

Collaborate
with
Industry
Peers
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RMCP® Overview
➢ Prerequisite study
➢ 3-day classroom, 6-week online
instructor led sessions (2 hrs. each),
and on-demand format
➢ Interactive lectures, case study
workshops
➢ Certification exam
➢ Re-certification process
➢
➢
➢
➢

Pricing: $1,895 per person*
Student pays travel expenses
Materials and testing fee included
Earn PDUs for your PMI
Certifications
➢
➢
➢

Skills
Inventory

Governance

Staffing

JITR*
Technology

Forecasting

Sourcing &
Development

16.25 PDUs for in class version
13.25 PDUs for online version
8.50 PDUs for on-demand version

*Price subject to change. Volume pricing available upon request. On-demand version is $1,795.
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JITR = Just-in-Time Resourcing®
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Next RMCP® Programs
Dallas, TX
Oct. 7-9

Online Session Starts
November 19

Check out our bundled
pricing on the website for
RMCP + Symposium

$1,795 early bird pricing
through October 19

Apply today at:
http://resourcemanagementinstitute.com/apply/
On-demand version available 7 x 24!
© 2007- 2019 RTM Consulting, Inc. / RMI. All Rights Reserved.
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Coming October 9-10, 2019!
Resource Management Global Symposium

Learn. Collaborate. Innovate.
Go here to learn more and register:

www.resourcemanagementinstitute.com/symposium
© 2007- 2019 RTM Consulting, Inc. / RMI. All Rights Reserved.
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Thanks to Our Sponsors

Mavenlink delivers enterprise-class
Software as a Service (SaaS) that
transforms how services
organizations work with distributed
teams, contractors and clients
around the globe. It is the only
solution on the market that enables
Full-Cycle Resource Management,
which enables services
organizations to improve operational
execution, become more agile as a
business, and drive improved
financial performance. Visit
www.mavenlink.com to learn more.

KeyedIn enables project
management offices (PMOs) and
embedded services organizations
(ESOs) to be more strategic, more
efficient, and deliver greater
business impact by allowing you to
easily forecast and allocate
resources, create and analyze
portfolios, gain visibility to all your
projects, and discover new insights
through dynamic PPM analytics.
Visit www.keyedin.com to learn
more.
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Kimble is the only leading software
vendor that focuses exclusively on
professional services automation
(PSA), innovating a best-in-class
platform that works seamlessly with
CRM. Recommended by global
leaders in consulting, software and
hi-tech, Kimble helps professional
services organizations run their
businesses better, optimizing
resource utilization, profitability and
business scalability. Visit
www.kimbleapps.com to learn more.
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Q&A
Resource Management Institute
855-786-2555 Ext. 509

Info@ResourceManagementInstitute.com
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